
Sheffield-based artist Kate Sully uses printed brain scans as the inspiration for her work
and as part of her paintings. These brain scans are very detailed and are created using
special scanners.

A PET (Positron Emission Tomography) scan helps doctors to see how the body is
working. A substance called a ‘tracer’ is injected into the body and a scanner picks up
where the tracer goes. Multi-coloured pictures show doctors what parts of the body are
healthy or damaged.

Kate prints out digital images of brain scans onto fabric and sticks them to her
background, then paints back over them with bright coloured paints. This way of making
art is often called ‘mixed media’. 

Mixed media means artwork that has been made from different materials such as
photographs, pieces of paper, fabric, bits of wood and even objects onto a background.
We’re going to make a mixed media artwork like Kate’s to bring out your inner artist!



What you need
Plain paper
Pen/ pencil
Coloured pencils/ felt tips/ paintSmall objects like bottle tops, 

Glue – a glue stick is best for

ribbon, buttons, leaves, fabric
paper, but PVA is best for small objects. You could use tape if you have it!

Activity
Ask an adult to help you look for images of brainscans. Choose some that interest you. Print outsome black and white copies of the scans or drawthe outlines with a pen/pencil onto a piece ofwhite paper. Colour in sections. Will you usewarm, cool, contrasting or complementarycolours? Start to cut them up. Follow the outline of

the brain, or let your scissors decide what shapesto cut. Place your cut-outs on your background.Move them around to create different effects, ortry overlapping some shapes. Once you’re happy,
stick it all down. Add detail over the top with pens,
pencils or paint. Look for small objects likebuttons, ribbon or bottle tops to stick on andmake some parts of your artwork stand out. Challenge 

yourself
What do you think about your

artwork? Do you like how it looks?
What do the shapes and colours
mean to you? Sometimes Kate

doesn't like her finished pieces but
instead of throwing them away, she
cuts them up to make new artworks.
If you don’t like something you have

made next time try making it into
something new!

 Find out more

Pablo Picasso was famous for mixed

media art.  Ask an adult to help you find

his picture called ‘Bowl of Fruit, Violin and

Bottle’. Can you see these items in the

picture? How do you know that’s what

they are? How has Picasso added 

details on top of his collage?


